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       So she searches for light, only to realize it's in her, like an ember
equipped to ignite. 
~Jessica Sorensen

When it all comes down to it, it's just me and her against the world.
Always has been. 
~Jessica Sorensen

It's amazing how the things you remember forever are the things you'd
rather forget and the things you desperately want to grasp onto seem to
slip away like sand in the wind. 
~Jessica Sorensen

The cemetery is my sense of comfort, my sanctuary in a world of
darkness, the one piece of light that i have in my life. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I'm just here,existing at the surface of the water,not quite drowning but
not quite able to breathe. 
~Jessica Sorensen

In the existence of our lives, there is a single coincidence that brings us
together and for a moment, our hearts beat as one. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Once a blooming red rose, full of streaming life in its veins. Now a
wilting black petal rupturing with death and pain. 
~Jessica Sorensen

No one has ever needed me before because I've never let anyone that
far in. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I don't believe that. I don't believe that there are bad things about you.
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Only things that you think are bad. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Isn't everyone hiding something? 
~Jessica Sorensen

That's you. Callie, you're the only person that's ever made me feel
happy about anything. That night you saved me, you changed
something in meâ€”you made me want to live. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I'm with you because I want to be with you 
~Jessica Sorensen

You're like my favorite song, Nova. The one that I never want to forget.
That I want to play over and over again. 
~Jessica Sorensen

The guy behind the counter scratches his neck. â€œAre you being
serious?â€• Her face is stoic. â€œAbsolutely. I never kid about teddy
bears. 
~Jessica Sorensen

It's a moment I'll remember forever, because it belongs to me. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Sometimes the best things are the ones that aren't planned, the
decisions made while living in the moment. 
~Jessica Sorensen

You don't forget. You just move past it. Let go. Be who you were
supposed to be instead of who they make you feel like you should be 
~Jessica Sorensen
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When he inches into me, I feel the pain, but I also feel the invisible
chains around my wrists break and shatter. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I'll always be with you, inside and out," she reads. "Through hard times
and helpless ones, through love, through doubt. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Seize the day, take hold of it, and make it whatever you want. 
~Jessica Sorensen

He tastes like mint and need, as he overpowers me with his tongue. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I take my time because I love how it feels to carry her, the way she
needs me, the way I need to protect her. 
~Jessica Sorensen

When his lips return to mine, it's not just about lust or desire - it's about
making us whole. 
~Jessica Sorensen

That's because you loved me. You just didn't know it yet." "You didn't
know it either. You were just as blind as me. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Just because it's broken doesn't mean it loses its importance. And I
figured I'd give it to you one day when you realized it was okay to make
mistakes. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Just because it's broken doesn't mean it loses its importance. 
~Jessica Sorensen
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In the midst of a foggy field, the answers are hidden But the impossible
journey deems them forbidden. The Reaper of Death, the Angel of Life.
They walk together in day and night. 
~Jessica Sorensen

In the existence of our lives, there are many coincidences that bring
people together, but there's only one person that will own your heart
forever. 
~Jessica Sorensen

There are no accusations with writing, no judgment, no shame, only
freedom. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Alright, manly man,â€• he says. â€œGo prove that you're a man. 
~Jessica Sorensen

See, the same old Ella still lives." He grins... "She just needed a little
push out."... "No, she doesn't. She's gone forever." "Try all you want,
but I'm bringing her back. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Stay here, baby â€¦ Trust me, okay? Don't run. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I write the word solitude on my wall and then below it: Do you know me
at all? Are my words just air? Is my heart easy to spare? 
~Jessica Sorensen

I love you, Ella May and nothing will ever change that. You can push
me away -run away - and I will still love you. 
~Jessica Sorensen

You can't just change who you are on the outside and expect it to
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change who you are on the inside. 
~Jessica Sorensen

You've always had a good grasp on what's right and wrong. You just
have a hard time admitting that sometimes you choose the wrong. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Pretend all you want, pretty girl. You and I know that deep down you're
secretly glad to be pressed up to my body. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I look into his eyes, no longer afraid what's in them, but afriad I'll lose
what they carry. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Okay, I'm going to be completely honest here." I take a deep breath,
because what I'm about to say is very real and more honest than I've
ever been. "I don't want to be awayfrom you for that long. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I walk out the door with a heavy feeling in my heart as another secret
falls on top of it. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I just let the pain take over, allowing it to numb the pain of being left
behind. 
~Jessica Sorensen

It's what's buried deep inside that frightens me because it's broken, like
a shattered mirror. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Maybe if I try hard enough, we'll fall into each other and become one
single person and we can share our pain instead of carrying it by
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ourselves. 
~Jessica Sorensen

People are running to and from class and I just want to yell, Slow down
and wait for the world to catch up! 
~Jessica Sorensen

How am I supposed to move forward in life when everything important
to me is motionless? 
~Jessica Sorensen

I realize that even through the hard times I'm sure we'll face, I'll never
be able to walk away from her. -Micha 
~Jessica Sorensen

Love you more than life itself, more than the sun and the air. You own
my soul, Ella May. Micha 
~Jessica Sorensen

I love you, Ella May," I whisper, kissing her cheek. "And one day I want
to be doing this exact same thing at our wedding. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I cling to him like he's what keeps me thriving. Because he is. 
~Jessica Sorensen

He laughs, sucking his lip ring into his mouth. "I promise I'll go easy on
you." A naughty feeling dances inside me. "What if I don't want you to
go easy on me? 
~Jessica Sorensen

Death. It's around more than people realize. Because no one wants to
talk about it or hear about it. It's too sad. Too painful. Too hard. The list
of reasons is endless. 
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~Jessica Sorensen

At least tell me you won? And that the scratches and dings were totally
worth it." "Of course. They're always worth it," he says with a hidden
meaning that only the two of us could ever understand. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Everyone will hurt you if you let them in. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I'm conflicted. On one hand, I want to stay in and catch up on The
Vampire Diaries, but there's this really awesome restaurant I've been
wanting to try out. 
~Jessica Sorensen

The first time I'd ever felt happy-and I mean ever-was when I'd been
lying in my bed, staring out my window, watching the stars shine
harmoniosly with one another. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I've never felt like this before, with anyone. It's against the rules of
surviving. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Please don't go. I just got you back 
~Jessica Sorensen

You think that just because you left, it would change how I feel? Well,
guess what? You're wrong. I can't help how I feel. I'm still in- 
~Jessica Sorensen

But we all make mistakes. It's how we fix them that makes us who we
are. 
~Jessica Sorensen
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How can you want to touch me after what I did?" "How can I ever not
want to touch you? 
~Jessica Sorensen

Because people fear those who are different. And fear can make
people do stupid things. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Always ask for the truth. Just make sure the time is right. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I just don't see the point of talking unless there's something to say. 
~Jessica Sorensen

It hurts to be around life. People don't understand how close death is,
right over their shoulders, around the block, at the end of a street. It's
everywhere. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Liar's such a strong word. I prefer to think of it as me omitting some of
the details" - Alex 
~Jessica Sorensen

That okay. I'll go find somewhere else to sleep." Her fingers wrap
around my arm. "You don't have to go anywhere. I feel safe with you. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I fall down and my palms split open against the gravel. Injuries on the
outside are easy to endure and I get up without hesitation. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Don't be sorry, Callie,' he says with a heavy-hearted sigh. 'You have
your own sad story. 
~Jessica Sorensen
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I thought I'd saved Kayden that night at the pool house, but I was
wrong. I just bought him time until the next windstorm swept through. 
~Jessica Sorensen

For the rest of my life?" His voice softens. "Do you want that, Ella May?
Do you want me eternally, infinitely, forever, till death do us part? 
~Jessica Sorensen

Its's just that... this is the realest thing I've had in a long time and it
scares me a bit. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I've been at the place where it seems like the only way left is down. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Stay here, baby" he whispers, like he can read my thoughts. "Trust me,
okay? Don't run 
~Jessica Sorensen

Are you talking to her or me, because I just can't tell 
~Jessica Sorensen

I can handle scars, especially ones that are on the outside." I
understand his meaning from the depths of my heart. 
~Jessica Sorensen

No. I just never wanted to throw them away. Even if they were broken. I
still loved them. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I've never walked home wearing just a pink robe and a pair of slippers. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I've missed you, Ella May 
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~Jessica Sorensen

And I don't want you to be anywhere but here 
~Jessica Sorensen

I won't let that night ruin you forever." But it did, it broke me into a
million pieces and blew them away in the wind, like crumbled leaves. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I can handle scars, especially one's on the outside. 
~Jessica Sorensen

I sometimes feel like life is just one big test to see how long we can
survive. 
~Jessica Sorensen

You left me, ripped out my heart, and then came back acting like a
robot, and you know what? We made it through. You and I, good or
bad, belong together. We make each other whole. 
~Jessica Sorensen

He knows what I'm about to say--he always does. He is my best friend,
my soul mate. In a perfect world, full of roses and sunshine we'd be
together, but this is full of broken. 
~Jessica Sorensen

Come with me somewhere. Please. I've been waiting eight months to
talk to you 
~Jessica Sorensen

That'd be walking into dangerous territory," he says, getting up from the
sofa. "Luke is not a morning person. 
~Jessica Sorensen
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